
Report to: Pay and Grading Date of Meeting:   9th July 2015

Subject: Calculation of Holiday Pay

Report of: Mark Dale, Head of Corporate Personnel Wards Affected:  None

Is this a Key Decision?   No Is it included in the Forward Plan?
No

Exempt/Confidential No 

Purpose/Summary

To advise elected members of the recent legislation surrounding the calculation of 
Holiday pay and to make a recommendation as to the way forward in order to ensure 
compliance.  

Recommendation(s)

It is recommended that amendments to holiday pay for individuals in receipt of Sleep in 
payments, standby payments and / or emergency call out payments be implemented with 
effect from 1st April 2015 and that such payments be made on an annual basis.   

How does the decision contribute to the Council’s Corporate Objectives?

Corporate Objective Positive 
Impact

Neutral 
Impact

Negative 
Impact

1 Creating a Learning Community 

2 Jobs and Prosperity 

3 Environmental Sustainability 

4 Health and Well-Being 

5 Children and Young People 

6 Creating Safe Communities 

7 Creating Inclusive Communities 

8 Improving the Quality of Council 
Services and Strengthening Local 
Democracy



Reasons for the Recommendation:  To comply with recent legislation concerning 
holiday pay calculations.

What will it cost and how will it be financed?



The cost each year will fluctuate dependent upon the number of hours worked 
undertaking standby duties, recall to work duties or sleep in arrangements. However an 
estimate can be provided based on the payments made in the period 1.10.2014-
31.3.2015 as a guide.  The annual cost will be in the region of £2,927 for schools and 
£26,416 for the Council.  These figures include on costs.  The cost will be financed by 
departmental budgets.

Implications:

The following implications of this proposal have been considered and where there are 
specific implications, these are set out below:

Legal

Human Resources

Equality
1. No Equality Implication

2. Equality Implications identified and mitigated

3. Equality Implication identified and risk remains

Impact on Service Delivery: NA

What consultations have taken place on the proposals and when?

The Trade Unions have been fully consulted and comments are provided at paragraph 
39.

The Head of Corporate Finance has been consulted and has no comments on the report 
(FD 3653/15) 

Head of Corporate Legal Services have been consulted and has no comments on the 
report. (LD 2946)

Are there any other options available for consideration?

It is necessary to deal with this issue given the potential legal challenge.  If the matter is 
not dealt with, legal challenge could follow.

Implementation Date for the Decision

Following the Committee meeting

Contact Officer: Lynn Earlam, Principal Personnel Officer
Tel:  0151 934 3392
Email:lynn.earlam@sefton.gov.uk





Background Papers:
There are no background papers available for inspection.
BACKGROUND

1. Elected Members may be aware from recent publicity within national media of 
litigation concerning holiday pay calculations.

2. The issue affects every employer in the UK and has been subject to commentary 
from various business and trade union organisations.

3. The issue is one which the Council as an employer must now consider given the 
current state of the law.

The Legislation

4. Before the implementation of the Working Time Directive (“Directive”) in 1998 
there was no express right to paid time off from work.  Before the Directive the 
taking of paid holidays was determined by the employee’s contract of 
employment.  Article 7 of the Directive which was introduced at European level as 
part of Health & Safety legislation provides for an entitlement of 4 weeks’ paid 
holiday for each employee at the employee’s normal weekly pay.  

5. The Directive is brought into the UK’s legal framework by the legislation known as 
the Working Time Regulations, SI 1998/1833 and subsequent amended 
legislation of Working Time (Amendment) Regulations 2002/3128 (“Regulations”).

6. Currently under Regulation 13A of that provision, this provides for a total of 5.6 
weeks’ leave to be provided to each employee, this therefore reflects a position of 
4 weeks which arise out of the obligations under the Directive, and a further 1.6 
weeks which are provided by virtue of the Regulations.

7. As a basic entitlement under UK law, the 5.6 weeks entitlement is reflected within 
the various Local Government conditions of service which apply under the NJC, 
JNC, Soulbury, NHS (Public Health employees) and Teachers’ terms and 
conditions.

8. The contractual entitlement provided within the various conditions of service 
covers the various entitlements under both the Directive and Regulations and 
concerning obligations to leave.

Case Law

9. A number of cases have looked at the issue of holiday pay and its calculation and 
in British Airways plc v Williams [2011] IRLR 948, the European Court of Justice 
[“ECJ”] looked at holiday pay entitlements under the Civil Aviation Directive 
2007/79.

10. The case also looked at aspects of the Directive and it found that pilots were not 
only entitled to holiday pay based on basic salary but also “to all components 
intrinsically linked to the performance of the tasks which [they are] required to 



carry out under [their] contract of employment and in respect of which a monetary 
amount, included in the calculation of [their] total remuneration, is provided”.

11. In this case it was found that a payment made to individual pilots when they were 
undertaking flying duties should be included within the calculation of holiday pay 
whilst certain expenses paid to pilots whilst away on travel should not be included.

12. In Lock v British Gas Trading Ltd. [2014] ICR 813, this case directly concerned the 
Article 7 of the Directive.  This case concerned an individual who was paid 
commission for work, however, the commission calculations were not included in 
the calculation to holiday pay.

13. The European Court of Justice observed that “remuneration paid in respect of 
annual leave must, in principle, be determined in such a way as to correspond to 
the normal remuneration received by the worker”.  It also adopted the intrinsically 
linked approach (i.e. holiday pay should include any elements intrinsically linked to 
the working of the main contract).  This therefore also was a case which,, on the 
face of it, gave further issues concerning the application of the Directive (i.e. 4 
weeks’ leave) and holiday pay.

14. The Employment Tribunal has recently released a judgement in the cases of (1) 
Bear Scotland Ltd & Others v Fulton & Others and (2) Hertel (UK) Ltd v Woods & 
Others, and (3) Amec Group Ltd v Law & Others [2014] UKEAT 0047_13_0411.

15. In these cases, and given the background of the Williams and Lock cases, the 
Employment Tribunal were asked to consider a number of questions which were 
as follows:

(i) Under the Directive did this require non guaranteed overtime to be counted 
within the Directive holiday pay?

In terms of overtime, three categories exist:

(a) Purely voluntary overtime (overtime on which there is no duty for the 
employer to offer and no duty on the employee to work;

(b) Compulsory guaranteed overtime (overtime where the employer is 
obliged by the contract to offer ie. overtime which is contractual and  
part of normal working which the employer must pay for and the 
employee must work)

(c) Normal Non-guaranteed overtime (overtime where there is no 
obligation by the employer to offer overtime but if overtime is offered 
then the employee is obliged by the contract to work it.

The Employment Tribunal concluded that;

Compulsory guarantee overtime and normal Non guaranteed overtime 
should be included in the calculation for holiday pay as well as other 
payments which were intrinsically linked to the working of the contract. 



Voluntary overtime was not specifically covered by the case law.  

(ii) How long back can a claim under the holiday pay be made?  

The Court decided that the nature of the holiday pay claim was a claim for 
an unlawful deduction for wages.  These types of claims under the 
Employment Rights Act must be brought within 3 months of the wrongly 
paid deduction.  As an example, employee A receives a wrong calculation 
of holiday pay on 15th January then further wrongly calculated holiday pay 
amounts on 15th May, 15th June, 15th September.  All but the January 
payment are in time as each unlawful deduction is within 3 months of one 
another.  This is because holiday pay can be claimed under the 
Employment Rights Act 1996 as a series of unlawful deductions but only so 
far as there was not a gap of more than 3 months between the deductions 
claimed.

Key points derived from the above legislation;

16. Guaranteed and normal non-guaranteed overtime should be considered when 
calculating a worker's statutory holiday pay entitlement but there is currently no 
definitive case law that suggests voluntary overtime needs to be taken into 
account.

17. Commission should be factored into statutory holiday pay calculations.

18. Work-related travel may need to be factored into statutory holiday pay 
calculations.

19. A worker's entitlement to holiday pay will continue to accrue during sick leave.

20. Workers must take their statutory paid annual leave allowance and can only be 
'paid in lieu' for this when their employment ends.

Implications of the Case Law judgements relative to holiday payments within 
Sefton Council

21. In order to ensure that the Council provides holiday payments in line with the 
above case law the current holiday pay provisions have been analysed and the 
following points noted;

22. Guaranteed overtime -   This element of pay is classed as normal earnings and 
is already included in any holiday pay received by employees. 

23. Non-guaranteed overtime – This is operated on an offer and acceptance basis. 
Employees are NOT obliged to accept any overtime offered, and in situations 
where staffing ratios need to be maintained (and therefore a presence is required) 
hours can be covered by the use of casual staff if necessary.  The ACAS 
guidance stipulates that…. “It is unlikely to have an impact in situations where 

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#guaranteedovertime
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#nonguaranteedovertime
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#voluntaryovertime
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#commission
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#work-related-travel
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#sickness
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#payment-in-lieu


non-guaranteed overtime is only used on genuinely one-off occasions”.   Given 
that Sefton employees are NOT obliged to work when offered overtime it is not 
considered that employees operate within the definition of non-guaranteed 
overtime.

24. Voluntary Overtime- is operated across various departments within the Council, 
however, voluntary overtime has NOT been directly referred to or considered by 
any recent ET judgments, and currently there is no definitive case law to suggest 
that voluntary overtime needs to be taken into account when calculating holiday 
pay.

25. ACAS guidance stipulates that employers who operate genuine voluntary 
overtime, may leave this out of the calculation of holiday pay for now but in doing 
so should be aware that;

I. "voluntary overtime" is likely to be subject to further litigation (and this could 
lead to backdated claims for inclusion of "voluntary overtime" in holiday 
pay);

II. the ACAS view is that regularly worked overtime (even if voluntary) will 
ultimately be found by the courts as being included in holiday pay; and 

III. employers need to consider whether their "voluntary" overtime is genuinely 
voluntary (the courts will look at the practice on the ground not just what the 
employment contract states); 

26. It is considered that the issue of including voluntary overtime in holiday pay be 
monitored.  If, in the future, the judgement is made that voluntary overtime is to be 
included in holiday pay then the Council will amend its policies and practices at 
that time. 

27. Commission is not a feature of earnings for Sefton Council employees and 
therefore this ruling has no pay implications.

28. Work-related travel – means any travel that is made for work purposes that is not 
a part of a workers commute to their usual place of work. The EAT decision 
stipulated that “Excess travel time – which exceeds expenses should be reflected 
when calculating holiday pay”.  Employees who are required to move their place 
of work, receive excess travel expenses paid for the portion of the journey which 
is in addition to that travelled to the employee’s previous place of work.  Excess 
travelling expenses are paid monthly through salaries for 12 months from the date 
of relocation.  This is simply a reimbursement of additional expenditure paid to the 
employee.  No further action is needed to meet the requirements of the holiday 
pay calculations as any pay currently made is simply a straight forward 
reimbursement of expenditure. As no excess expenditure is incurred during a 
period of holiday no reimbursement is appropriate during holiday periods. 

29. Employees also receive additional travelling time in situations when additional 
travelling time exceeds half an hour per day.  This excess is compensated by 
means of a later starting or earlier finishing time for a period of 12 months from the 
date of relocation. 



30. The Bear case stipulated that where payments are made for time spent travelling 
to and from work as part of the employees normal pay, these need to be included 
when calculating holiday pay.  Within Sefton this travel time already features in 
holiday pay as time spent travelling amounts to a reduction in the actual time 
worked but holiday pay received is based on the full amount of contracted hours.  
No further action is therefore necessary.

31. Entitlement to holiday pay during sick leave - When an employee takes paid or 
unpaid sick leave, their annual leave will continue to accrue. If an employee is 
unable to take their annual leave in the current leave year because of sickness, 
they should be allowed to carry that annual leave over until they are able to take it, 
or they may choose to specify a period where they are sick but still wish to be paid 
annual leave at their usual annual leave rate.  This principal is already applied and 
therefore no further action is required.

32. Statutory paid annual leave allowance can only be 'paid in lieu' when 
employment contracts are terminated.  This principal is already applied and 
therefore no further action is required.

Proposed changes to holiday pay going forward

33. Sefton Councils current holiday Payments Include:
 

 Contractual overtime
 Shift allowances
 Night rate allowance
 Unsocial hours allowance 
 Weekend working allowances
 Alternating or rotating shift allowances
 EDT %age plussage payments
 Pay protection payments
 AMPH duty allowance
 First Aid allowance
 Caretakers in Schools – an average of their lettings allowance

34. Sefton does NOT currently include in any holiday pay; 
 

 Sleepin payments
 standby payments  
 emergency call out payments 

35. The payments in paragraph 34 are made via a claim sheet but could be defined 
as Normal Pay and intrinsically linked to the performance of the job role and 
therefore should form part of Directive holiday pay. 

36. Only the 4 weeks' (20 days, 4 weeks x 5 days per week) annual leave entitlement 
under the original Working Time Directive are covered by this judgment, rather 
than the full 5.6 weeks' leave provided by the Regulations as operated in Great 
Britain or a higher Sefton Council local contractual entitlement.  Consequently, 

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#sickness
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109#payment-in-lieu


any leave entitlement above the 20 days is NOT subject to the legislation and the 
Council must therefore decide if the holiday pay provisions are to be applied to all 
contractual annual leave entitlement or whether the provisions are to be applied to 
the 4 weeks proportion of the leave as per the legislative provision.

37. Within the Council holiday pay provisions include all the elements highlighted in 
paragraph 33 and this is applied to the full period of contractual holiday 
entitlement rather than the 4 week working time directive period.  It is considered 
that to apply a distinct and different arrangement to those staff in receipt of the 
elements highlighted in para 34 above could be viewed as inequitable and 
potentially discriminatory, as well as administratively difficult for Council sytems.  

38. Consequently, it is proposed to include Sleepin payments, standby payments and 
emergency call out payments in holiday payments and apply this to the full 
contractual leave entitlement. 

Trade Union Comments

39. The trade unions have been asked for comments in respect of the proposals.  
One trade union commented that whilst it is in support of the broad way forward, it 
suggested that regular overtime be included rather than the definitions as 
provided in paragraphs 23 and 24 above.  In considering the comment, the Head 
of Corporate Personnel, after taking advice, has concluded that the categories as 
listed above reflecting case law, are correct.

Calculating the holiday payments required

40. The methodology currently used for calculating Holiday Pay in Lieu is currently 
calculated as:

Salary + fixed allowances  /  261*

(*261calculated as 365 days minus weekend days [ 52 x 2 =104]. 
Therefore 365 – 104 = 261)

41. In order that all the required elements are included in the holiday pay calculation  
it is proposed that amendments to current holiday pay be as follows:

Total pay at end of each year relative to Sleepins, standby duties and 
Emergency call outs be calculated. Referred to as Amount A. 

Amount A /  261 = Amount B owed for each day of holiday entitlement.   

For less than 5 years service ;  

£ Amount B per day  x 35 days *   =   £ XX amount of additional annual 
holiday pay due 



*(Sefton holiday entitlement of 27 days plus 8 BHs  =35)

For more than 5 years service ;  

£ Amount B per day  x 40 days  *  =   £ XX  amount of additional annual 
holiday pay due 

*(Sefton holiday entitlement of 32 days plus 8 BHs  = 40)

Example; Amount A =£1500 earned in year for sleepin, emergency duties 
and standby duties.   

Amount A £1500  /  261 = Amount B £5.75 per day holiday owed  x 35 days 
= £201 holiday pay owed for year.

42. The application of a standard calculation provides:

 The best average pay
 Negates the need to differentiate between the 4 week (directive period) and 

other annual leave therefore avoiding potential employee  conflict or 
grievances 

 Avoids excessive administrative costs in the determination of the 4 week 
period      and

 Avoids having to notify payroll when leave was actually taken 
 

Dealing with claims for underpayment and backpay claims

43. The judgment has clarified that:

 Anybody making a claim must have had an underpayment for holiday pay that 
has taken place within three months of lodging an employment tribunal claim.

 If a claim involves a series of underpayments, any claims for the earlier 
underpayments will fail if there has been “a break of more than three months” 
between those underpayments.

Limits on a claim for an underpayment and Assessment of Risk 

44. Employees who make a claim before 1st July 2015 can potentially claim as far 
back as October 1998 (when the relevant UK regulations on paid annual leave 
came into force) if they can demonstrate a “series” of underpayments.  However, 
a key part of the recent EAT judgement was the confirmation that “a series” of 
holidays can be broken by a break in between holidays of three months or more.  
This potentially reduces the duration of the claim period.    

45. In December 2014 the Government announced a change to the Employment 
Rights Act 1996 in relation to claims for deduction of wages. The change 
stipulated that when making claims for a series of backdated deductions from 
wages, including any shortfall in holiday pay, the period that the claim can cover 
will be limited to a maximum of 2 years. This change limits the scope for a claim 



for deductions from pay going back more than 2 years for any claim presented on 
or after 1 July 2015. 

  
46. Sefton already provides holiday payments including the vast majority of elements 

covered in the recent case judgements.  Consequently, it is considered that any 
liability for potential backpay claims will be limited.  A strategy for dealing with any 
claims will be considered in due course. 

Recommendation  

47. It is recommended that any amendments required to holiday pay for individuals in 
receipt of Sleepin payments, standby payments and / or emergency call out 
payments be implemented with effect from 1st April 2015.  The initial payments will 
therefore cover the period 1st April 2015  – 31st March 2016 and will be payable at 
the end of this period.  Thereafter, calculations will be undertaken on an annual 
basis (or at the point of termination of employment).       


